


continue to produce leaders in all fields of study or the University will be left behind by states and our 

peer institutions that continue a commitment to research.  

Research has a substantial impact on the quality of our institution and the state of the Texas economy. 

Diluting the role of research in undergraduate education at UT would decrease the value of the degrees 

sought by students and would diminish the competitiveness of Texas’ students when applying to jobs and 

graduate schools across the country. At UT-Austin, we are committed to maintaining the University’s 

research priority in order to remain competitive with our fellow Tier 1 institutions and to enable students 

to remain competitive in the job market.   

UT-Austin’s students are also concerned about the ongoing discussions regarding blended and online 

learning. One of the reasons students are attracted to UT-Austin is its world-class faculty. If the Board of 

Regents elects to transfer a percentage of courses online, UT-Austin student risk losing one of the most 

important parts of their education: their relationship with faculty. Students believe they can be engaged in 

technology in the classroom, particularly in their large classrooms; however, the decision is not one or the 

other.  Students still want and need interaction with faculty members. Technology should be used to 

enhance the classroom experience, not replace it. The quality of our institution, and the value of our 

degrees, is something students do not want sacrificed. At UT-Austin, the Course Transformation Program 

aims to integrate technology tools into classroom learning, while not replacing the faculty member in the 

learning process. Students believe a hybrid model that integrates technology into the classroom is more 

effective than replacing courses with online coursework. 

Any decisions made will significantly impact our education. Access and affordability may well need to be 

part of the conversation, but we are extremely concerned with the quality of our institution and degrees. 

We encourage you to make high quality education the bottom-line in all of your discussions. Should you 

have any questions, please feel free to contact us at our respective e-mails listed below.  Thank you for 

your time and for taking the student perspective into consideration. We hope that you will continue to seek 

student involvement and feedback as the Task Forces meet to discuss UT-Austin and the other System 

schools. We are ready to engage in discussions immediately and look forward to working with you in the 

upcoming year. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Carisa Nietsche          Natalie Butler          Manuel Gonzalez 

President           President                      President 

Senate of College Councils        Student Government         Graduate Student Assembly 

nietschec@mail.utexas.edu        natalie.e.butler@gmail.com          mgonzalez@austin.utexas.edu 

 

 

 

 

____   _______    ____________________________ 

Patrick White       Adam Hagerman 

President, Communication Council    President, Fine Arts Council 

 

 



 

 

____________________________    ____________________________ 

Hank Dugie       Houdah Abualtin 

President, Liberal Arts Council     President, Natural Sciences Council 

 

 

 

 

____________________________    ____________________________ 

Jobby John       Annette Buckley 

President, Pharmacy Council     President, Students for the School of Information 

 

 

 

 

____________________________    ____________________________ 

Chelsea Townsend      Roberto Valle 

President, Social Work Council     President, Student Engineering Council 

 

 

 

 

____________________________    ____________________________ 

Alan Goldstein       Kristopher Wilkins 

President, Undergraduate Business Council   President, Undergraduate Studies Council 

 

 

 

 

 

cc:  Chancellor Francisco Cigarroa  

University of Texas at Austin President William Powers 

University of Texas at Austin Provost Steven Leslie 

University of Texas at Austin Deputy to the President Nancy Brazzil  

Executive Vice Chancellor David Prior 

Vice Chancellor Sandra Woodley 

University of Texas at Austin Vice Provost Harrison Keller 
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